On JANUARY 31, 2017 minutemennews.com posted an article penned by Mac Slavo which was titled, "MEXICAN OFFICIAL THREATENS TO UNLEASH DRUG CARTELS ON U.S." Slavo reported:

"There will be war in the streets, or at least there could be.

The strong armed tactics against Mexico are not making officials happy south of the border.

Now, with an executive order facilitating the deportation of illegal immigrants – and especially those who have committed criminal offenses – as well as building a wall on the border, President Trump has many Mexicans up in arms.

Jorge Castañeda Gutman, former Secretary of Foreign Affairs in Mexico, took things a step further during an interview on CNN with Fareed Zakaria when he suggested that Mexico’s previous cooperation with the U.S. in curbing the flow of drugs and illegal immigrants could end."


The American Resistance Party states that one of the locations that the above "war" will originate will be in California. Gov. Marxist-Moonbeam-Brown has recently opened his state up to be an unconstitutional "Sanctuary State." He has ordered all of the police in the State of California to NOT comply with Federal Immigration laws. He has declared California to be the newest Estados Unidos Mexicanos (United Mexican State). His illegal aliens can get free health, driver’s licenses, college, welfare checks and are given preference over former US/CA citizens. Gov Moonbeam is a flunky of the new defacto US President George Soros (OPEN SOCIETY founder). The American Resistance Party charges Soros and Brown and their minions with insurrection.